
Beach Reads 
 

“There is no frigate like a book 
To take us lands away” 

- Emily Dickinson 
 

All Adults Here, By Emma Straub - EBook available on Libby / Overdrive 
EAudiobook available on Libby / Overdrive  

Emma Straub’s lovely 4th novel follows the Strick family over one transformative 
summer.  Packed to the brim with kindness, forgiveness, humor, and love, this book will 

also provide you with lots of hope.  (Book has been optioned for a TV series!) 
 

Barbarian Days A Surfing Life, By William Finnegan - Ebook 
available on Libby / Overdrive 

“Barbarian Days is an old-school adventure story , and intellectual autobiography, a 
social history, a literary road move, and an extraordinary exploration of the gradual 

mastering of an exacting little-understood art.” - from the publisher 
Winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize 

 
Beach Read, By Emily Henry - EBook available on Libby / Overdrive, 

EAudiobook available on Libby / Overdrive 
A perfect summer romance in which a romance novelist meets a literary writer, and the 
polar opposites devise a summer long challenge to break them out of their respective 

writer’s blocks. Will they fall in love? Will they write? 
 

Beginner’s Greek, By James Collins - available as an e-audio on Hoopla 
Can a love lost be found again? This page turner of a romantic comedy follows the 

adventures of Peter Russell, as he meets the woman of his dreams, on a flight from NY 
to LA.  Then he loses her phone number, and yet, finds her again, years later, involved 

with his best friend.  
 

The Imperfects,  By Amy Meyerson -EBook  available on Libby / Overdrive 
Inspired by the true story of the real, still missing Florentine Diamond, this page-turning 
family saga centers around a priceless inheritance and the quest to get to the truth of its 

origin. 
 
 

https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/5037120
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/5032073
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/1438518
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4948116
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4947933
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11608713
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/5102760


 
 
 

The Jetsetters, By Amanda Eyre Ward -  EBook available on Libby / Overdrive 
Read along as this slightly dysfunctional family embarks on a Mediterranean cruise, 
courtesy of the matriarch of the family, 70 year old Charlotte, and her cruise contest 

winning, sexy essay.  Can these family members find inner peace and family 
reconciliation? 

 
The Last Resort, By Marissa Stapley - EBook available on Libby / Overdrive 

EAudio available on Libby / Overdrive 
The Harmony Resort promises  beautiful scenery and emotional therapy for troubled 
couples on the verge of divorce. However, as a deadly tropical storm forces all the 

guests to hunker down, secrets are exposed and nothing is quite as lovely as it seems. 
 

The Mother-In-Law, By Sally Hepworth, EBook on Libby/Overdrive, E-audio on Hoopla 
An eerily realistic page-turner about one woman’s complicated relationship with her 

mother-in-law that ends in death. 
 

The Paris Hours, By Alex George - EBook available on Libby / Overdrive 
EAudio available on Libby / Overdrive 

A lovely story of human connection, set in Paris, between the World Wars, this novel 
follows four main characters, living in the shadows of celebrity, and each struggling to 

recover someone or something they’ve lost. 
 

Park Avenue Summer, By Renee Rosen - EBook available on Libby / Overdrive 
EAudio available on Libby / Overdrive 

Small town girl, Alice Weiss, arrives in NYC, to chase her big city dreams. She lands a 
job working for Helen Gurley Brown, the first female editor in chief of Cosmopolitan 
magazine.  Alice is swept up into an equally glamorous and savage world of lavish 

parties and backstabbing work pressures. Can she hold onto her own dreams through it 
all? 

 
Sons and Daughters of Ease and Plenty, By Ramona Ausubel EBook available  on 
Libby/Overdrive, EAudio available on Libby / Overdrive EAudio available on Hoopla 

Over the course of a Labor Day weekend, on Martha’s Vineyard, a wealthy family learns 
the family money is gone, and their wealth is no more. This novel explores it all: 

privilege, wealth, betrayal, death, and coming of age. 
 

https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4877107
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4206882
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4493195
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/3994833
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/12306379
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4884439
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/5039877
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4230093
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4229644
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/2462178
https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/2582725
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11655782


Strangers and Cousins, By Leah Hager Cohen - available on Libby / Overdrive 
A wedding in the planning stages, family secrets unfolding, and the local community in 

flux, this novel has it all, and presents in a provocative and wise way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://westchester.overdrive.com/westchester-lewisboro/content/media/4247714

